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Bioinspired optical antennas: gold plant viruses

SoonGweon Hong1,2, Mi Yeon Lee3, Andrew O Jackson3 and Luke P Lee1,2,4,5

The ability to capture the chemical signatures of biomolecules (i.e., electron-transfer dynamics) in living cells will provide an entirely

new perspective on biology and medicine. This can be accomplished using nanoscale optical antennas that can collect, resonate and

focus light from outside the cell and emit molecular spectra. Here, we describe biologically inspired nanoscale optical antennas that

utilize the unique topologies of plant viruses (and thus, are called gold plant viruses) for molecular fingerprint detection. Our

electromagnetic calculations for these gold viruses indicate that capsid morphologies permit high amplification of optical

scattering energy compared to a smooth nanosphere. From experimental measurements of various gold viruses based on four

different plant viruses, we observe highly enhanced optical cross-sections and the modulation of the resonance wavelength

depending on the viral morphology. Additionally, in label-free molecular imaging, we successfully obtain higher sensitivity (by a

factor of up to 106) than can be achieved using similar-sized nanospheres. By virtue of the inherent functionalities of capsids and

the plasmonic characteristics of the gold layer, a gold virus-based antenna will enable cellular targeting, imaging and drug delivery.
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INTRODUCTION

In current nanotechnology, the development of nanoscale optical

antennas that are capable of receiving and transmitting light in unique

light–electron interactions called ‘surface plasmons’1 is of considerable

interest because of the potential applications of such antennas in

molecular detection,2–4 multiple harmonic generation,5,6 plasmonic

photovoltaics,7 optoelectronics,8 negative-index materials9 and more.

In particular, the use of an optical antenna as a molecular sensor

permits the dynamic detection of chemical signatures in a non-invas-

ive and label-free manner. Moreover, the detection sensitivity can

reach the single-molecule level.3,10 These powerful characteristics dis-

tinguish the optical antenna as a potential method for unraveling the

inherent complexity of biological systems (i.e., cells), which is a dif-

ficult task using current techniques.

To be suitable for use as a biomolecular sensor in cellular systems,

an optical antenna should not interfere with cellular components and

should be efficiently accessible (or mobile) to subcellular regions.

These characteristics can be achieved by exploiting the nanoscale size

and chemical stability of non-fixed, biochemical-moiety-containing

nanoparticles. In this context, gold nanospheres have been successfully

demonstrated to be capable of actively targeting subcellular regions

and carrying imaging agents and drugs.11,12 However, the smooth

surfaces of chemically synthesized gold nanoparticles do not impart

these nanoparticles with ideal functionality for molecular fingerprint

detection. Optically amplified hot spots, which can generate molecular

fingerprint spectra in far-field scattering signals, are strongly induced

near sharp tips or at close tip-to-tip distances in nanoscale features,

which chemically synthesized nanoparticles lack. However, viruses,

which are common natural nanoparticles, present an ideal morpho-

logy for molecule-sensing antennas.

Viruses are highly ordered natural nanoarchitectures that consist of

nucleic acid and a protective coat protein called a capsid. Even with their

simple composition, viruses have evolved to attain the capability to enter

a cell and utilize the host to replicate their genomes, re-assemble, and

disseminate their progeny. Over the past century, these processes have

been extensively studied to achieve better control of viral diseases, espe-

cially in plants; moreover, at present, attempts are being made in nano-

technology and biotechnology to engineer viruses for diagnostic/

therapeutic applications,13–17 nanomaterial synthesis,18,19 protein recom-

bination,20,21 energy harvesting,22,23 and even the fabrication of electronic

components.24,25 These new approaches to virus engineering involve

eliminating the viral disease-causing characteristics or, more accurately,

incorporating only the inherent circulatory and targeting capabilities of

viruses into the design of applications.

The capsids of viruses, rather than their nucleic acids, have received

particular attention in virus engineering because of their various appeal-

ing features, including self-assembly, regular geometries, a high degree

of symmetry and polyvalency, and stability in harsh extracellular envir-

onments.26–29 Moreover, the morphological unit of a capsid, called a

capsomer, can be chemically or genetically manipulated to carry ex-

ternal materials (i.e., diagnostic/imaging agents, therapeutic payloads,

inorganic materials). Capsomers with distinguishable carrying spots
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and multiple protein domains offer increased potential for the use of

viruses as ideal multifunctional nanoparticles. The somewhat simple

configuration of capsids has been extended in utility from simply pro-

tecting the viral genome to addressing obstacles hindering the realiza-

tion of ideal nanomaterials.

The research presented here also concerns viral capsids but focuses on

their detailed structures. A close examination of viral capsid structures

reveals very attractive subnanometer or molecular-level architectures.29

Previously, surface-roughened nanoparticles have been demonstrated to

act as sensitive optical antennas in molecular detection, with potential for

use in the imaging of living cells.30,31 However, the achievement of sub-

nanometer resolution and three-dimensional details, along with good

regularity and uniformity, on the nanometer-sized scale of viral particles

is certainly beyond the capabilities of current nanofabrication tech-

niques. We propose that the unique and detailed structures of viral

capsids can be used as strong plasmonic templates by conjugating novel

metals onto their surfaces. The plasmonic metal layer formed in this

manner will function as an optical antenna to amplify and convert

incident light into confined nanoscale volumes.32 The combination of

optical antennas and viruses offers a critical solution for sending optical

antennas (or nanosatellites) into living cells (or cellular galaxies) and

retrieving valuable information (as from satellites orbiting a planet).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Virus sample preparation

Plant leaves with the symptoms of viral infection were harvested 1 or 2

weeks after mechanical inoculation. Then, the viruses were purified

from the infected leaves using standard methods described in previous

publications.33 The harvested viruses were stored at 220 6C with the

addition of 5% ethylene glycol until their usage. Viruses can be stored

in this manner for many years while remaining infectious.

Fabrication of gold viruses

A conventional electron-beam evaporator as used to deposit various

thicknesses (2–10 nm) of gold onto viruses electrostatically conju-

gated on a clean glass slide. For the control experiments, polystyrene

beads of 33 nm in diameter (Duke Scientific Corp., Palo Alto, CA,

USA) were prepared in the same manner and deposited using the

same procedure. To decrease the temperature during the deposition

(,55 6C) and increase the directionality of deposition, the evapora-

tion was performed under high vacuum (,431026 torr), and the

deposition rate was high (,0.5 nm s21). After deposition, lift-off was

performed in water via pH adjustment and weak sonication, followed

by reattachment on thiol-functionalized glass using 3-mercaptopro-

pyl-trimethoxy-silane for the optical characterization of the mono-

disperse nanoparticles (Supplementary Fig. S4).

Electromagnetic simulations of the gold viruses

A morphological description of an intriguing capsid model (Equation

(1)) was referenced from a previous publication.34 For the gold virus

model, one set of variables (m, p, const) in Equation (1) was chosen to

express the three-dimensional protrusions and valleys of the capsids,

and a gold layer of 5 nm in thickness was assumed to be normally

deposited with appropriate directionality.

Xm

n~{m
e{ xzty{nð Þp ze{ x{ty{nð Þp ze{ yztz{nð Þp ze{ y{tz{nð Þp

ze{ zztx{nð Þp e{ z{tx{nð Þp � const ¼ 0
ð1Þ

A representative cross-section of the capsid model was input into

the two-dimensional module of a COMSOL RF (radiofrequency)

simulation (ver. 3.5a). The permittivity of the gold layer was obtained

from a modified Drude model,35 and that of the virus and nanosphere

templates was assumed to be equivalent to that of polystyrene

(er52.5). For analytical comparison of the optical characteristics,

the radiative energy and resistive energy were calculated based on

Equation (2).36
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where H is the magnetic field, B is the magnetic flux, E is the electric

field, D is the electric displacement and J is the current density.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

An FEI Tecnai 12 TEM operated at 100 kV was used for negative-

staining imaging of both the innate and engineered viruses. The

gold-coated virus samples were released from the support surface

and transferred to a carbon-coated copper grid. The samples were

washed with distilled water and negatively stained with an aqueous

solution of 1% uranyl acetate for 1 min.37

Dark-field scattering spectrum

An inverted microscope (Carl Zeiss Axiovert 200) equipped with a

dark-field condenser lens (1.2,NA,1.4) and a spectrometer

(Princeton Instruments Acton SP2300) was used to measure the scat-

tering spectra from individual gold-virus particles. The combination

of a slit aperture placed in front of the spectrometer and the use of

software to define a ‘region of interest’ (Winspec; Roper Scientific,

Trenton, NJ, USA) was used to confine the imaging area to capture

single-particle scattering.4 Among the variety of spectra recorded

because of the close placement of multiple particles and/or the various

attachment orientations of the gold-virus particles, the most dom-

inant spectrum (.70%) was chosen to represent the scattering spec-

trum of each type of gold virus.

Absorption spectrum measurements using gold viruses

Gold-virus particles immobilized on a thiolated substrate were func-

tionalized with 3-mercaptopropylcarboxylic acid via incubation in

1 mM mercaptopropylcarboxylic acid isopropyl alcohol for 24 h. A

reduced form of cytochrome c (or cyt c; Sigma, St Louis, MO, USA),

which was sold in the oxidized form, was obtained through the addi-

tion of excess sodium dithionite (Na2S2O4) in deoxygenated PBS buf-

fer solution, as described previously.4 Dark-field scatterings were

measured on the functionalized gold-virus particles incubated in cyt

c solutions. The measured scattering spectra were post-processed to

analyze the quenching intensities through the observation of the plas-

mon resonance energy transfer between the cyt c and gold-virus part-

icles.

Vibration spectrum measurement using gold viruses

A Raman molecule, 1,2-bis(4-pyridyl)ethylene (BPE), was further

purified using a conventional re-crystallization process.38 Then, three

independent sets of methanol-based BPE solutions with concentra-

tions from 1 mM to 1 fM were prepared via gradual dilutions and

tested. A monodisperse form, as shown in Supplementary Figs. S4c

and S5b, was used as the surface enhanced Raman scattering substrate.

Optical scattering characterization indicated that the cowpea mosaic

virus with a gold layer of 2 nm in thickness was matched to an optical

resonance at a wavelength of 785 nm. A Raman microscope was
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assembled from an inverted Carl Zeiss microscope with a 785 nm

diode laser (Power Technology, Inc., Alexander, AR, USA) and a

785 nm Raman filter set. Using a neutral density filter, the intensity

of the laser was adjusted to prevent damage to the particles and to

avoid bubble generation caused by overheating.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Herein, we characterize the potential for the use of virus morphology

in molecular spectroscopic detection. Previous investigations using

electron microscopy have demonstrated that virus particles have

highly ordered natural nanoarchitectures, with a coat protein called

a capsid.39 The external surface of a viral capsid commonly contains

protrusions and valleys on the subnanometer scale, precisely the mor-

phology required for optical antennas. Moreover, viral reproduction

yields a remarkably high degree of symmetry and uniformity that is

beyond the capability of current nanotechnology. These characteris-

tics make viral nanoparticles attractive templates for optical antennas.

Additionally, infection selectivity and recent engineering endeavors to

eliminate harmful viral effects have enabled the utility of various viral

particles in human-involved applications, such as therapeutics. Thus,

we can take advantage of the morphological characteristics of plant

viruses by integrating novel metals onto the external surfaces of their

capsids for highly sensitive and selective molecular spectroscopic

detection (i.e., localized electronic absorption and vibration spectro-

scopy) (Figure 1).

In addition to using virus morphology for detection sensitivity,

resonance wavelength selectivity for various optical sensing applica-

tions can also be achieved in this manner. Similar to a macroscale RF

antenna, an optical antenna requires the modulation of its resonance

wavelength based on application conditions (i.e., the optical prop-

erties of the target molecule and the wavelength of optical excita-

tion).4,40 Nature provides millions of different capsid topologies,

and the advancements in biological electron microscopy and X-ray

crystallography achieved in recent decades have allowed for the clas-

sification of these diverse morphologies. Thus, overlaying a novel

metal layer onto well-characterized virus particles can achieve the

two prerequisites for a molecule-detecting antenna, namely, detection

sensitivity and wavelength selectivity (Figure 1d). Engineered viral

particles, especially when utilized in different types of hosts than those

for which the corresponding viruses evolved (i.e., plant viruses intro-

duced into mammalian cells), can eliminate biological hazards and

enable the utilization of either inherent or endowed biochemical prop-

erties of the viral capsids to target subcellular regions.41 Thus, our gold

viruses can exploit the molecular-sensing capability of optical anten-

nas and the biochemical properties of viral capsids, which have been

demonstrated previously for decoupled targeting and sensing.31
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Figure 1 Schematic illustrations of the use of gold viruses for molecular imaging. From various plant hosts (a), various gold viruses can be generated through an

engineering process of gold conjugation (b). The morphological delicacy of viral capsids enables sensitivity in detection, and the variety of viral morphologies that have

arisen through natural evolution allows for a broad range of wavelength selectivity among molecule-detecting optical antennas. Thus, it can be envisioned that various

gold viruses can potentially function as optical nanosatellites in a biological galaxy such as cellular tissues (c) and intracellular spaces (d), exhibiting various

biomolecular imaging capabilities with detection sensitivity. PRET, plasmonic resonant energy transfer.
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The development of mathematical models of virus capsids could

also enhance the potential for the application of viruses in molecular

spectroscopic imaging. As an important aspect of viral studies, math-

ematical models have been developed to gain a fundamental under-

standing of viral structural and morphological analyses, classifications

and applications.26,34,42,43 These models can facilitate electromagnetic-

field calculations of the optical response of a virus-template antenna.

Using a topological description of an intriguing capsid model,34 we

characterized the optical properties of our gold viruses compared to

gold conjugated onto a smooth nanosphere. The simulation analysis

explicitly indicated that the protrusions and valleys of capsid topology

lead to the generation of more hot spots near the few-nanometer-

distant tips of the gold structures than are created by the smooth

surface of a nanosphere, which forms a single dome structure with a

single edge (Figure 2). The electromagnetic energy comparison

between the two types of structures clearly illustrates the advantages

of the virus template. A gold virus generates more radiative energy and

less resistive thermal energy in the gold layer (Figure 2c and 2d). Thus,

gold viruses can be useful in applications that utilize enhanced optical

fields, such as sensitive and selective molecular imaging (i.e., vibration

and absorption spectroscopy).4,44 Moreover, the lower resistive ther-

mal energy may also be beneficial to the structural stability of the gold

viruses under light excitation.45

As a proof of concept, four types of well-characterized icosahedral

plant viruses including belladonna mottle virus, brome mosaic virus,

tomato bushy stunt virus and cowpea mosaic virus (CPMV) were

purified from infected plants, and thin gold layers of various thick-

nesses (1–10 nm) were conjugated onto the viruses via directional

electron evaporation. The structures of the resulting nanoparticles

were verified using a TEM. The TEM results indicated that the viruses

maintained their original spherical structures and revealed the pres-

ence of numerous electron-dense gold particles on each of the virions

after gold-layer conjugation (Supplementary Fig. S5b and S5e). To

assess whether deposition destroyed the biological activity of the virus,

an infectivity assay was conducted by inoculating primary leaves of

cowpea (Vigna unguiculata) cv. Chinese 3 Iron plants after the engin-

eering processes were completed.46 Both the wild-type and gold-virus

CPMVs produced similar numbers of necrotic local lesions on the

leaves; therefore, the process appeared to have had no substantial effect

on the viral activity (Supplementary Fig. S3C and S3F).

Then, the optical properties of these four different gold viruses were

characterized by measuring their optical dark-field scattering signals.

The dark-field images indicated that the scattering intensities of the gold

viruses were one order of magnitude higher than those of both the

intact viruses and similar-sized gold nanospheres (Supplementary Fig.

S7). Additionally, the four types of gold viruses were observed to have
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Figure 2 Electromagnetic simulations of a gold virus and a gold-conjugated nanosphere. The representative viral capsid structure was modeled using a mathematical

expression presented in a previous publication.34 Both nanoparticles were scaled to 30 nm in diameter. (a and b) The capsid morphology generates more optically

enhanced spots than does the nanosphere morphology. (c and d) A comparison of the radiative and resistive energies of the two nanoparticles indicates that the gold

virus can enable molecular detection with improved sensitivity and stability.
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distinguishable optical resonances. Although the four types of plant

viruses used are similar in size (approximately 30 nm) and identical

in symmetry (T53, where T is the triangulation number43), the differ-

ences in their morphological details (as shown in the insets of Figure 3)

resulted in a modulation of their optical resonances, thereby dem-

onstrating the capability for wavelength selectivity via viral template

selection. Among the four types of plant viruses, an increased proximity

between protruding capsomers results in the clearer manifestation of

multiple resonances in the visible range, whereas an increase in diameter

generates a red shift in the optical resonance. Moreover, the asymmetric

conjugation of the gold layer grants the ability to achieve a wide range of

resonance shifts by modifying the thickness of the gold layer (Supple-

mentary Fig. S3). Thus, through the selection of virus type and metal

thickness, antennas with a broad range of optical resonances can be

fabricated for diverse optical sensing applications.

For molecular imaging using gold virus-based optical antennas, we

demonstrated localized electronic absorption spectroscopy via a phe-

nomenon called plasmon resonance energy transfer and vibrational

spectroscopy via surface-enhanced Raman scattering; both methods

provide high sensitivity and selective molecular imaging.3,4 An

enhanced electromagnetic field near the excited optical antenna can

increase the intensity of vibrational modes and lead to the transfer of

excitation energy to nearby molecules, yielding re-scattered signals

encoding molecular fingerprints at levels far above that of the back-

ground noise. The calculations presented above indicate that the use of

a gold virus is beneficial not only in increasing the overall radiative

energy but also in creating a highly amplified electromagnetic field at

multiple spots, thereby enhancing the spectroscopic results.

When the optical resonances overlap between a metallic nanopar-

ticle and its target molecules, the molecular absorption spectra can be

encoded in the scattered signals of the nanoparticle.4,47,48 Because gold

viruses have larger optical cross sections than those of similar-sized

nanoparticles, they offer enhanced encoding efficiency. To character-

ize the sensitivity of gold viruses for the encoding of absorption spec-

tra, one type of gold virus was tested for the detection of cyt c.4,47

Various concentrations of cyt c were incubated with CPMVs coated

with 5 nm of gold, and as a control, gold-coated nanospheres (33-nm-

diameter polystyrene beads) were simultaneously examined. Figure 4b

and 4c demonstrate that the gold virus allowed for more sensitive

detection of the absorption spectrum of cyt c more sensitively than

did the smooth nanosphere, yielding approximately 10-fold higher

magnitudes. The higher absorption encoding efficiency achieved using

the gold virus can be understood as a result of the large number of hot

spots that formed on the gold virus, as indicated by the simulation

(although the larger surface area of the gold layer on the polymer

sphere (33 nm) compared to that of the CPMV virus (31 nm) offered

the possibility for the adsorption of more molecules).

The strong electromagnetic fields that form around gold viruses can

also permit more sensitive detection in Raman scattering measure-

ments because Raman scattering signals are amplified by jEj4 near

metallic nanostructures (where jEj is the magnitude of the electric

field).49 For a general assessment of the efficacy of gold viruses in
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Figure 3 Measurements of the optical properties of various gold plant viruses. (a) BdMV, (b) BMV, (c) TBSV and (d) CPMV were conjugated with identical 5-nm gold

layers via metal evaporation. The particles were prepared as single nanoparticles on a glass substrate for single-particle optical characterization. The optical

measurements demonstrate variations in optical resonance frequency that are strongly dependent on the details of the capsid morphology. BdMV, belladonna mottle

virus; BMV, brome mosaic virus; CPMV, cow pea mosaic virus; TBSV, tomato bush stunt virus.
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Raman detection, BPE was selected as the target molecule to avoid

overlap between the excitation wavelength and the molecular electron

transition.50 CPMVs coated with 2 nm of gold, 33-nm nanospheres

with the same gold thickness and 33-nm nanospheres coated with 4-

nm-thick gold layers to achieve resonance at 785 nm were tested in

785-nm laser excitation Raman measurements because these particles

exhibited resonances near the excitation wavelength (Supplementary

Fig. S3). The gold-coated CPMV particles achieved clear detection at

subpicomolar concentrations of BPE, whereas the gold-coated nano-

spheres could detect concentrations only down to the micromolar

level. A direct comparison of the detection limits indicates that the

three-dimensional folded viral capsid yielded a 106-fold higher sens-

itivity compared to the smooth nanospheres. Moreover, the Raman

signals were temporally stable, with less than 10% deviation, even at

the lowest concentrations. Blinking, which is commonly observed at

single-molecule-level concentrations,3 was not observed in gold-

virus-based detection, which may suggest the occurrence of molecular

preconcentration around the nanoscale morphology.51

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we demonstrated biologically inspired optical antennas

using plant viruses for molecular absorption and vibration imaging.

We utilized three-dimensional viral capsids as templates for the optical

antennas and experimentally demonstrated the high sensitivity of

these antennas for nanospectroscopic molecular imaging. In addition

to the benefits of the subnanoscale topology of virus capsids, the

diversity of virus morphologies in nature and their shape homogeneity

and high-throughput reproducibility enhance the potential for the use

of viral particles in optical sensing applications. Furthermore, by

means of asymmetric gold conjugation that leaves parts of the native

capsid exposed, gold viruses can exhibit both inherent viral functions

(i.e., interactions with host cells) and biochemically modified func-

tions, including subcellular targeting, imaging-agent loading, and

drug-carrying capability. Thus, such gold virus nanoparticles can

metaphorically serve as ‘nanosatellites’ exploring ‘cellular galaxies’.
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